Controlling the modal content coupled into an optical fiber can be desireable in many situations, e.g. for adjusting the sensitivity of the guided field distribution to external perturbations.
INTRODUCTION
Since Corning Glass Works [known today as Corning Incorporated] produced the first optical fiber featuring an attenuation of less than 20 dB/km in 1970, the use of optical fibers, especially in commercial communication, increased drastically. Not only in communication, but also e.g. in the fields of high power lasers for material processing 5 or minimalinvasive and robust sensors. The most common fiber sensor uses inscribed fiber Bragg gratings, that reflect certain wavelengths depending on the applied pressure, strain or current temperature. 6 This setup is only sensitive at the positions, where the Bragg gratings were inscribed, and for the evaluation at least a spectral analysis is necessary if not even the demultiplexing of several signals.
In order to avoid these complicacies we wanted to utilize the quite strong dependence of higher modes guided inside a fiber on external perturbations. If only one mode is guided it should be possible to measure certain effects like strain-, pressure-or temperature-change on a long range of the fiber with a simple photo diode .
For the excitation of only one higher order mode we therefore investigated a setup of a binary phase plate directly in front of the fiber input facet [called "monolithic setup"]. From our best knowledge this monolithic setup has not yet been investigated and the following experiments serve a mere proof of principle for this setup. In order to utilize this in a real sensor additional investigations will be necessary.
FUNDAMENTALS 2.1 LP-modes
The fiber , 0 ≤ r < a 1
with the core radius a, u lm and w lm fiber-, mode-and wavelength-dependent constants, J l the Bessel function of first kind and order l and K l the modified Bessel function of second kind and order l are used. These are the LP -modes. The index p distinguishes betwenn the so called "even" and "odd" orientation of the modes. The modes calculated for the used fiber are shown in figure 1 . 
Binary Passive Phase Plates
As it can be seen in figure 1 , the respective phase profiles of two arbitrary modes are orthogonal to each other. Therefore the phase profile of an incoming fundamental Gaussian beam was phase shaped according to these. This was accomplished by placing a passive element of refractive index n ph and transversally varying thickness into the focused beam waist very near to the fiber input facet. This is shown in figure 2 .
Principle setup of the monolithic binary phase plate in front of the fiber input facet.
The free space propagation distance ζ between the phase plate and the fiber input is depicted in figure 2 as well.
As the refractive index of the phase plate deviates from the index of the environment n, a laterally varying phase shift
is induced.
Corresponding to the modal phase profiles depicted in figure 1 , the phase profiles shown in figure 3 were realized and investigated. Figure 4 : Scheme of the effect of a phase plate on the phase profile of a Gaussian beam at its waist.
Theory
E in → n ph d E irr → n
Phase Shift ∆Φ
From formula (2.14) one sees, using cylindrical coordinates (r, ϕ, z), that the transversal phase profile of the LP -modes E It should be noted that the maximal phase shift depicted in figure 3 is not 180
• . This originated from the not exactly known refractive index of the used material † for the phase plates.
It could be shown analytically that, if a perfect fundamental Gaussian beam was irradiated, the intensity percentageρ 2 l of the field after the phase plate perfectly adapted to the modal field distribution of the respective desired mode l inside the fiber relative to the total incoupled intensity, varied in the following way: On the left the collimated laser beam of wavelength λ = 1064 nm is shown, which is focused via a microscope objective on the phase plate and then coupled into the fiber. The fiber input facet with the phase plate was mounted on a nano positioning device [the hexapod] and thus could be aligned to the incoming beam. Additionally the fiber could be moved out of the justified position and thus the effects of a transversal misalignment investigated.
In order to investigate the modal content, coupled into the fiber, the correlation filter method [CFM] 8 was employed. Together with the half wave plate and the polarizer the two transversal linear polarization states could be distinguished. Due to "modal birefringence" and "random coupling" 9 of the guided fiber modes however these distinctions showed properties of the respectively used fiber and no additional information regarding the incoupling process. Therefore these experimentally made distinctions later on were neglected.
Numeric Simulations
The properties of the setup investigated numerically prior to the experiments were the dependence of the modal coupling on the beam waist radius σ of the incoming beam, the free space propagation distance between the phase plate and the fiber input facet ζ and the transversal displacement of the incoming beam relative to the concentric position of incident beam and fiber.
As can be seen in figures 5 and 6, it exists only one global maximum for the respective desired mode [LP 01 in figure 5 and LP 11 in figure 6 ]. The same also holds for LP 02 using phase plate 2 [see the appendix]. These maxima however do not necessarily coincide with the maxima of the total incoupled intensity. For the investigated few mode fiber [FMF] only if the phase shift ∆Φ of the used phase plate was optimal [∆Φ = 180
• ] and the beam waist radius was adapted respectively, then only the desired mode was excited. Beam waist radius σ [µm] Relat. incoupled intensity Figure 6 . Modal intensity coupled into the fiber relative to the intensity of the incident beam for phase plate 1 .
As it can be seen in figure 5, using phase plate 0 both LP 01 and 02 were excited. This shows that the used phase plates l only discriminate between the mode groups LP lm and do not effect the latter index m. Thus if we would have used a fiber leading also higher modes from the mode groups LP 1m and LP 2m , the incident power now lost at the coupling process would have excited these higher modes of the respective mode group.
In figure 6 in addition to the optimal case of ∆Φ = 180
• also the case ∆Φ = 144
• is shown. The latter phase shift was derived from a first guess of the refractive index of the used material for the binary phase plates and the known difference in thickness d [see figure 4 ] and should be understood as a worst case consideration. Here one sees that the course of the graph for LP 0m is exactly the same as in figure 5 , though scaled corresponding to formula (5).
In table 1 the radii of the incident beam for optimal coupling into the respective mode together with the efficiency are summarized. The higher the index l of the used phase plate, the larger the optimal beam waist radius becomes and the lower the efficiency. This is understandable considering on one hand the very high resemblance between a gaussian beam and a LP 01 -mode and on the other hand that higher modes feature a larger mode diameter. Summarizing this, only for an optimal phase shift of the used phase plates an adjustment of the size of the incident beam by a simple intensity measurement after the fiber is possible for the investigated FMF.
Furthermore, regarding the free space propagation distance ζ between the phase plate and the fiber input facet, for phase plate 1 the dependency shown in figure 7 was calculated. The course of the graph for LP 02 using phase plate 2 is quite similar and therefore only shown in the appendix. One should notice that the scale on the right side ranges from 40 % to 120 %. The beam waist radius of the incident beam is adapted to each considered propagation distance ζ. Thus a purity of the desired mode of approximately 100 % can be achieved numerically over the whole examined range for ζ from 0 µm to 750 µm for ∆Φ = 180
• the purity of LP 11 is a bit smaller than 90 % and varies slightly for different ζ.
The larger the propagation distance, the more the beam diverges after the phase plate and thus has to be focused to a smaller spot initially. However it can be seen in figure 7 , that for a distance of less than ζ = 100 µm the effect is quite small, independent of the phase shift ∆Φ. For the investigated setups ζ was assumed to be smaller than 50 µm and therefor these considerations disregarded.
∆Φ = 180
• ∆Φ = 144 The last numerically considered property was the dependence of the modal coupling efficiency on the transversal displacement of the incoming beam relative to the concentric position of incident beam and fiber. The result for phase plate 1 is shown in figure 8 , for phase plate 0 and phase plate 2 in the appendix in figures 13 and 14. Allthough the results may look similar to modal field distributions, they are, as said before, the modal intensities coupled into the fiber relative to the intensity of the incident beam.
As a quantitative measure for the sensitivity of this setup on the displacement of the incident fundamental Gaussian beam the full width at half maximum for the intensity coupled into the fiber of the respective desired mode was chosen; the values are shown in table 2. Table 2 . Full width at half maximum for the respective desired mode in the monolithic setup. 
Experimental Results
For the optical experiments the beam diameter of the incident Gaussian beam was adjusted to the optimal value for each experiment. The phase shift ∆Φ and the free space distance between the phase plate and the fiber input facet could not be altered, but were determined by the setup. The agreement of numerical and optical experiment is not perfect, but quite good. The main reason for this is the imperfect phase shift of the used binary phase plate. But also a possible tilt of the incident fundamental Gaussian beam could perturb the result.
For all investigated phase plates the modal contents at the respective optimal positions are shown in figure  9 . Here one sees the imperfect phase shift of the used phase plates even more clear. Nevertheless, the desired mode is in all three cases dominant. 
Comparison to the Free Space Setup
All the previously mentioned experiments have been repeated using a "free space setup", which is an allready well known approach [e.g. [10] [11] [12] ]. Here the passive binary phase plate is not put directly in front of the fiber input facet but in the collimated laser beam between the laser and the first focusing lens M O 1 [see figure 4 ].
This setup can also excite higher order modes with a purity of theoretically nearly 100 %, provided that the phase shift ∆Φ = 180
• . For the here used phase plates this was the case, as the phase plates were manufactured in a different manner using photolithography on a photo resist ‡ , which's refractive index is well known, on top of a glass plate.
The free space setup showed to be more sensitive to a transversal displacement of the fiber relative to the concentric position of fiber and incident beam. This is reasonable, as a phase shaped beam features a faster variation of it's spatial profile than the unperturbed fundamental Gaussian beam.
In figure 10 the amount of the total into the fiber coupled relative to the incident power, as seen in the experiments, is depicted for the monolithic as well as the free space setup. These values were recorded at optimized coupling positions. Apparently the values for the monolithic setup are higher. One reason for this is that the phase shift ∆Φ differed more from the optimal value of ∆Φ = 180
• for the monolithic setup and thus other modes could be excited, too; mainly LP 01 . Yet the measured differences between the free space and the monolithic setup respectively are larger than explicable hereby and at least the experiments for phase plates 0 and 2 in the monolithic setup [see figures 9] showed, that the respective desired modes are very dominant. Therefore the main reason for the lower coupling efficiency of the non-monolithic setup is assumed to be the relatively long propagation distance between the free space phase plate and the fiber front facet, over which the phase shaped beam changes its profile. 
CONCLUSION
We showed that the monolithic setup of fiber and phase plate [i.e. the phase plate being as near to the fiber input facet as possible] numerically can achieve a mode purity of 100 % in a few mode fiber. Experimentally the phase shift of the used phase plates was not optimal and thus the purity of the desired modes was smaller than 100 % [93. Beam waist radius σ [µm] Relat. incoupled intensity Figure 11 . Modal intensity coupled into the fiber relative to the intensity of the incident beam for phase plate 2 .
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